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12-4151: Phospho-4E-BP1 (Thr37/46) (Clone: A5) rabbit mAb APC conjugate

Clonality : Monoclonal

Clone Name : 4EB1T37T46-A5

Application : FACS

Reactivity : Human, Mouse, Rat

Conjugate : APC

Format : Conjugated

Alternative Name :
Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1, eIF4E-binding protein 1, PHAS-I,
EIF4EBP1

Isotype : Rabbit IgG1k

Immunogen Information :
A synthetic phospho-peptide corresponding to residues surrounding Thr37/46 of human phospho
4E-BP1

Description

4E-BP1 regulates protein translations induced by upstream signals initiated by ERK1/2 MAP kinase or PI3-Kinase/AKT/mTOR
pathways. Ultimately activation of mTOR, positively stimulates mRNA translation by its two dominant downstream substrates:
ribosomal protein S6 kinase, and S6K1. Translation of mammalian mRNA is directed through cap dependent translation; the
capping of 5' end of mRNA by m7-GTP that allows recruitment of eIF4F complex and the binding of 40S ribosomal subunit to
the 5' mRNA cap. eIF4E is a heterotrimeric protein composed of the DEAD-box RNA helicase eIF4A, the cap binding eIF4E and
the large scaffolding protein eIF4G. 4E-BP competes with eIF4G for binding to the same conserved patch of hydrophobic
residues on the dorsal side of the eIF4E thus acting as a molecular mimic. Activated 4E-BP1 induces rapid cessation of cap
dependent translation by binding to the translation factor eIF4E and preventing its interaction with eIF4G, thus inhibiting the pre-
initiation complex formation. 4E-BP1 activity is regulation by multiple post-translational modification. Seven phosphorylation
residues have been discovered in human 4E-BP1 including Thr37, Thr46, Ser56, Thr70, Ser83, Ser101, and Ser112. 4E-BP1
phosphorylation is up-regulated by extracellular stimuli, including serum, hormones, cytokines, and G-protein coupled receptor
agonists while starvation for essential nutrients, growth factor deprivation, ischemia, hypoxia, and ethanol toxicity, strenuous
exercise, exposure to glucocorticoids, and infection. Phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 regulates 4E-BP1 binding and downstream
regulation. Binding of 4E-BP1 to proteins containing 4E containing domains reduce translation of specific mRNAs which include
prosurvival factor Mcl-1, cell cycle regulator Cyclin D3, pro-angiogenic growth factor VEGF among others. In addition, 4E-BP
competes with eIF4G proteins for a common binding site on the cap-binding protein, eIF4E. 4E-BP1 binding to eIF4E is highly
modulated by the degree of 4E-BP1 phosphorylation. Hyperphosphorylation of 4E-BP1 by various extracellular stimuli activates
decreases its affinity to eIF4E and hence eIF4E release. In turn eIF4E has an opportunity to bind to eIF4G forming function
eIF4F complex. On the other hand, hypo-phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 increases 4E-BP1 affinity for eIF4E, inhibiting eIF4F
formation.

Product Info

Amount : 10 Tests / 100 Tests

Content : 1X PBS, 0.09% NaN3, 0.2% BSA

Storage condition : Store at 2-8°C. Avoid repeated freeze and thaw cycles.

Application Note

For flow cytometric staining, the suggested use of this reagent is 5 ÂµL per million cells or 5 ÂµL per 100 ÂµL of staining
volume. It is recommended that the reagent be titrated for optimal performance for each application.
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Fig-1: Flow cytometric analysis of Jurkat cells treated with LY294002 and unstained as
negative control (blue) or treated with LY294002 and stained (red) or treated with TPA
and stained (green) using phospho-4E-BP1 (Thr37/Thr46) antibody, 4EB1T37T46-A5
APC conjugate.


